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Abstract	

Micro	energy	systems	have	progressed	significantly	over	the	last	two	decades,	as	has	the	utilization	of	micro	

thermofluidic	 and	 thermochemical	 systems.	 Several	 studies	were	 conducted	 to	 analyze	 the	 thermophysical	

and	chemical	characteristics	of	these	systems.	In	general,	the	large	rates	of	heat	and	mass	transfer	typically	

encountered	in	these	microsystems	make	them	susceptible	to	significant	irreversibilities	and	as	a	result,	poor	

second-law	 performances.	 Although	 the	 understanding	 and	 modelling	 of	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	

microsystems	is	an	inevitable	part	of	their	performance	analyses,	no	reviews	were	found	on	the	second	law	

analysis,	and	more	specifically	on	the	entropy	generation	rate	of	micro	thermal	and	thermochemical	systems.	

To	address	this	shortcoming,	the	current	review	explores	the	mechanisms	of	entropy	generation	rate	in	these	

micro	 energy	 systems	 and	 identifies	 the	 possible	 future	 avenues	 of	 research	 in	 this	 field.	 The	 existing	

literature	 on	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 micro	 single	 and	 multiphase	 thermofluidic	 systems,	 with	 the	

inclusion	of	various	effects	such	as	magnetic	and	electric	fields,	nanoparticles	and	thermochemical	reactions	

are	 reviewed	 in	 detail.	 The	 unexplored	 and	 less	 investigated	 areas	 such	 as	 second	 law	 analysis	 of	 micro	

porous	 systems	 using	 pore-scale	modeling	 and	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 of	 airflow	 through	microchannels	

with	inserts	are	identified,	and	recommendations	are	made	for	future	research.	

Keywords:	 Micro	 thermofluidic	 systems;	 Micro	 thermochemical	 systems;	 Second	 Law	 analysis;	 Entropy	

generation	rate.	
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Nomenclature	 	 	

!"#	 interfacial	 area	 per	 unit	 volume	 of	
porous	media,	m−1	

$	 fluid	density,	kg.m−3	

%&	 specific	heat	capacity,	J.kg−1.K−1	 '	 specific	volume,	m3.kg−1	

ℎ(	 enthalpy	of	ith	species,	kJ.kg−1	 subscripts	 	

ℎ"#	 solid-to-fluid	 convection	 heat	 transfer	
coefficient,	W.m−2.K−1	

a	 air	

i	 internal	energy,	J	 b	 bulk	

)	 diffusion	flux	 cond	 conduction	

k	 thermal	conductivity,	W.m−1.K−1	 diff	 diffusion	

*	 mass	flow	rate,	kg.s−1	 ef	 effective	fluid	characteristic	

	 pressure,	Pa	 es	 effective	solid	characteristic	

+	 heat	generation	rate,	W	 eff	 effective	

	 Constant	for	ideal	gases,	J.kg. K−1	 f	 fluid	

s	 entropy,	J.K−1	 g	 gas	

,-./	 entropy	generation	rate,	W.K−1	 in	 input	

,´´´	 local	 entropy	 generation	 rate,	
W.K−1.m−3	

i	 ith	species	

t	 time,	s	 mix	 mixture	
T	 temperature,	K	 m	 mean	

	 velocity,	m.s−1	 out	 output	

	 axial	coordinate,	m	 r	 reaction,	refrigerant	

y	 transverse	coordinate,	m	 rad	 radiation	
Y	 ith	species	mole,	mol	 s	 solid	
Greek	symbols	 	 tot	 total	

0	 porous	media	permeability,	m2	 vis	 viscous	

1	 dynamic	 viscosity,	 kg.m−1.s−1,	
chemical	potential,	J.kg−1	

w	 wall	

	 viscous	 dissipation	 function,	
kg.m−1.s−3	
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1.	Introduction	1	

The	fast-growing	utilization	of	micro	manufacturing	techniques	has	had	a	significant	and	lasting	impact	on	a	2	

number	of	scientific	and	engineering	areas	of	research.	Among	these,	thermal	systems	are,	perhaps,	the	most	3	

significantly	impacted	by	these	advances.	Miniaturization	has	taken	place	in	various	energy-related	systems	4	

such	 as	 heat	 exchangers	 [1],	 combustion	 systems	 [2],	 micro	 reactors	 [3],	 micro	 coolers	 [4,5],	 and	 drug	5	

delivery	 and	 infusion	 systems	 [6].	 The	 ever	 present	 desire	 to	 continue	 to	 reduce	 the	 size	 and	 power	6	

requirements	of	devices	has	brought	with	it	some	significant	challenges	with	respect	to	the	thermophysical	7	

characteristics	of	these	systems	[7,8].	In	addition	to	being	smaller	in	feature	size,	the	larger	surface-to-volume	8	

ratio	provides	more	interactions	between	the	surfaces	and	the	flowing	fluid(s)	in	the	system	[3].	For	example,	9	

larger	surface-to-volume	ratio	results	 in	greater	thermal	 interaction	between	surface	and	surroundings	[9].	10	

Similarly,	 increasing	 surface-to-volume	 ratio	 facilitates	 chemical	 reactions	 in	 microreactors,	 which	 benefit	11	

from	greater	heat	 and	mass	exchange	 features	 [10,11].	The	 increasingly	 importance	 in	 the	development	of	12	

miniaturized	thermal	systems	has	resulted	in	various	investigations	on	first	and	second	law	performance	of	13	

these	microsystems.	Researchers	have	already	 investigated	these	systems	from	first	 law	perspective	and	to	14	

date	 some	 reviews	have	been	published	on	 such	analyses	 [10,12].	The	existing	 reviews	 cover	 temperature	15	

simulations	[13]	and	visualizations	[14],	heat	flux	investigations	and	optimizations	[15,16],	and	design	study	16	

[17–19]	 in	micro-size	devices,	 i.e.,	 devices	with	 a	 length	 scale	 between	1	 to	1000	micrometers.	 Yet,	 so	 far,	17	

there	 is	 no	 comprehensive	 review	 on	 the	 exergetic	 and	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 behaviors	 of	 these	micro	18	

thermal	and	thermochemical	systems.	19	

	 Recently,	researchers	have	focused	on	analyzing	macro	and	micro	energy	systems	using	the	second	law	20	

of	 thermodynamics	 [20–22].	 These	 analyses	 include,	 but	 not	 limited	 to,	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	21	

microchannels	 [21,23],	 concentric	 micro-fin	 tube	 heat	 exchangers	 [7],	 microcombustors	 [24,25]	 and	22	

microreactors	 [26,27].	 These	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 analyses	 have	 even	 been	 extended	 to	 micro-23	

thermoelectric	 layers	[28]	and	micro	thermoelectric	cooling	systems	[29],	where	the	Peltier	effect	has	been	24	

incorporated	 into	the	 formulation	of	entropy	generation	rate	[28,30].	 In	addition	to	 the	analysis	of	entropy	25	

generation	rate,	a	new	method	called	Entropy	Generation	Minimization	was	 introduced	 in	Ref.	 [31].	 In	 this	26	

method,	 different	 operating	 conditions	 are	 examined	 and	 the	 operating	 condition	 that	 minimizes	 entropy	27	

generation	 rate	 is	 identified.	 This	 method	 has	 been	 applied	 to	 different	 micro	 energy	 systems	 such	 as	28	

microchannels	 [32]	 and	microreactors	 [33].	 Although	 the	 heat	 transfer	 fundamental	 equations	 for	 steady-29	

state	micro	systems	are	similar	to	that	of	macro	systems,	i.e.,	systems	with	a	length	scale	larger	than	1	meter	30	

[34,35],	they	differ	significantly	when	transients	are	considered	[36,37].	Inclusion	of	transients	in	second	law	31	

of	 thermodynamics	 analysis	 results	 in	 a	 different	 fundamental	 equation	 for	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 [36].	32	

Beside	 effects	 of	 transients,	 other	 phenomena	 such	 as	 the	 temperature	 jump	 at	 interface	 [38]	 or	 heat	33	

generation	 rate	 due	 to	 the	 nonlinear	 drag	 coefficient	 [39]	may	 reveal	 an	 important	 impact	 on	 the	 entropy	34	

generation	 rate	 in	 micro	 systems.	 Hence,	 they	 should	 be	 included	 in	 the	 mathematical	 description	 and	35	

simulation.	 While	 there	 is	 one	 review	 on	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 microchannels	 [40],	 there	 is	 a	36	
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substantial	need	for	a	more	comprehensive	review	in	connection	with	the	entropy	generation	rate	in	micro	1	

thermal	 systems.	 These	 micro	 thermal	 and	 thermochemical	 systems	 are	 being	 increasingly	 used	 in	2	

physicochemical	systems	involving	electrical	[41],	magnetic	[42,43],	multiphase	[44,45]	and	chemical	[3,46]	3	

effects.	 The	 interactions	 of	 these	 effects	 with	 the	 thermal	 and	 fluidic	 processes	 in	 microsystems	 and	 the	4	

subsequent	 thermodynamic	modifications	set	a	complex	area	of	 research.	Such	complexities	go	beyond	 the	5	

first	 law	of	thermodynamics	and	should	be	covered	by	the	second	law	investigations.	Therefore,	this	article	6	

provides	 a	 thorough	 literature	 survey	 on	 the	 second	 law	 analysis	 of	 micro	 thermal	 and	 thermochemical	7	

systems	and,	identifies	the	key	relevant	problems	for	further	research.	8	

	 This	 review	 is	 divided	 into	 six	 sections.	 Following	 the	 introduction,	 Section	 2	 provides	 fundamental	9	

equations	for	entropy	generation	rate.	The	concept	of	generation	of	entropy	in	single-	or	multiphase	flow	in	10	

microchannels	 is	 then	 discussed	 in	 Section	 3.	 Section	 4	 reviews	 investigations	 related	 to	 the	 entropy	11	

generation	 rate	 inside	 microchannels	 considering	 magnetic	 and	 electric	 effects,	 while	 Section	 5	 presents	12	

entropy	generation	rate	in	nanofluid	flow	through	microchannels.	Section	6	discusses	the	entropy	generation	13	

rate	in	microreactors	and	microcombustors.	Finally,	Section	7	presents	the	conclusions	and	suggested	areas	14	

for	future	work.	15	

2.	Fundamental	formulations	16	

Entropy	generation	rate	is	determination	of	the	irreversibilities	encountered	in	a	specific	process.	To	obtain	17	

the	total	generation	of	entropy	in	a	thermofluidic	system	at	the	system	level,	the	following	general	equation	18	

for	a	control	volume	medium	is	given	as:	19	

2"23=*"(/−*"453++6+,-./,343 , (1)	

This	 equation,	 as	 it	 is	 seen	 from	 the	 left-hand	 side,	 provides	 the	 real-time	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 of	 a	20	

process.	The	first	and	second	terms	on	the	RHS	are	total	entropy	flow	into	and	out	of	the	system,	respectively	21	

and	the	third	term	provides	the	entropy	production	because	of	internal	heat	generation	rate.	With	simplifying	22	

assumptions	such	as	steady-state	and	no	heat	generation	rate	in	the	system,	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	23	

is	 the	 difference	 between	 entropy	 flow	 out	 of	 and	 into	 the	 system.	 Assuming	 that	 the	 process	 under	24	

investigation	is	a	microchannel	condenser	[47]	which	uses	air	and	R134a	as	the	refrigerant,	Eq.	(1)	reduces	to	25	

Eq.	(2)	as	follows:	26	

,-./,343=".-*./3*!"!,453−"!,(/+*7"7,453−"7,(/.	 (2)	

The	local	entropy	generation	rate	of	the	subsystem,	is	defined	using	partial	differential	equations	from	which	27	

the	 entropy	 production	 at	 any	 specific	 location	 of	 the	 system	 is	 determined.	 For	 example,	 considering	 a	28	

simple	two-dimensional	microchannel	with	a	 fluid	 is	passing	through	the	microchannel	and	absorbing	heat	29	

from	the	walls	as	shown	in	Fig.	1,	the	partial	differential	equation	for	energy	transfer	of	the	fluid	is	written	as	30	

follows	[48]:	31	
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$%&5∂6∂8=9∂26∂:2+1252:2 .	
(3)	

Following	Ref.	[31]	the	local	entropy	generation	rate	is	formulated	as:	1	

,´´´=962;6;82+;6;:2+16;5;:2 .	 (4)	

The	 above	 formulation	 can	 be	 extended	 for	 a	 porous	 microchannel.	 Assuming	 the	 microchannel	 contains	2	

porous	material,	the	local	entropy	generation	rate	within	the	porous	region	is	obtained	via	[49]:	3	

,´´´=9*62;6;82+;6;:2+10652+16;5;:2 .	 (5)	

On	the	RHS	of	Eq.	(5)	the	second	and	third	terms	show	the	impact	of	the	porous	medium,	including	the	fluid	4	

effective	 thermal	 conductivity	 and	 viscosity.	 This	 equation	 is	 developed	 based	 on	 the	 local	 thermal	5	

equilibrium	(LTE)	approach,	which	assumes	equal	local	temperature	for	both	solid	phase	and	fluid	phase	of	6	

the	porous	medium.	Hence,	one	thermal	characteristic	is	assumed	for	the	porous	medium.	There	are	physical	7	

conditions	in	porous	media	where	the	LTE	approach	is	not	valid.	For	example,	when	the	thermal	conductivity	8	

of	 the	 fluid	and	solid	phases	differs	significantly	or	considerable	heat	generation	rate	exists	 in	any	of	 these	9	

phases,	the	LTE	assumption	breaks	down.	Accordingly,	a	two	temperature	model,	which	is	also	referred	to	as	10	

the	 local	 thermal	 non-equilibrium	 (LTNE)	 model,	 is	 applied	 for	 heat	 transfer	 analyses	 of	 porous	 media	11	

[50,51].	 Using	 the	 LTNE	 approach,	 the	 partial	 differential	 equations	 for	 a	 two-dimensional	 thermofluidic	12	

porous	system	to	calculate	local	entropy	generation	rate	is	governed	by	the	following	relations	[52]:	13	

,#´´´=9.#6#2;6#;82+;6#;:2+ℎ"#!"#6"−6#6#+106#5#2+16#;5#;:2,	 (6a)	

,"´´´=9."6"2;6";82+;6";:2−ℎ"#!"#6"−6#6#.	 (6b)	

As	shown	in	several	recent	investigations,	integration	of	the	local	rate	of	entropy	generation		in	the	solution	14	

domain	 results	 in	 the	 total	 rate	 of	 entropy	 generation	 [53,54].	 Even	 though	 the	 sub-system	 analysis	 is	15	

computationally	 demanding	 and	 rigorous	 compared	 to	 the	 system	perspective,	 it	 provides	 detailed	 insight	16	

within	 the	 quality	 of	 the	 thermal	 process	 and	 the	 exact	 location	 of	 features	 with	 high	 or	 low	 entropy	17	

generation	 rate.	 Altogether,	 the	 sub-system	 perspective	 can	 be	 a	 more	 powerful	 tool	 than	 the	 system	18	

perspective	 for	 the	 Second	 Law	 optimization.	 Given	 this	 brief	 overview	 of	 the	 formulation	 of	 entropy	19	

generation	rate	and	different	perspectives,	the	following	section	presents	a	thorough	discussion	of	the	recent	20	

system	and	sub-system	entropy	generation	rate	investigations	for	micro	thermofluidics.	21	

3.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	single-phase	and	multiphase	flows	in	microchannels	22	

Fundamentally,	the	fluid	flow	and	heat	transfer	in	microchannels	can	be	classified	to	two	categories,	single-23	

phase	 and	multiphase	 flows	 [55].	 Single-phase	 flows	 are,	 themselves,	 categorized	 in	 two	 groups.	 The	 first	24	

includes	single	component	 flows,	 such	as	CO2	or	water	vapor	passing	 through	a	microchannel.	The	second,	25	

involves	multi-component	 flows,	 such	 as	 dry	 air	 and	water	 vapor	 flows	 through	 a	microchannel	 [55].	 This	26	
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sub-category	is	also	applied	to	multiphase	flows	as	both	single	component	and	multi-component	two-phase	1	

and	multiphase	flows	are	possible	[55–57].	2	

	 Recently,	 single-phase	 and	 multiphase	 fluid	 flow	 and	 heat	 transfer	 analyses	 of	 microchannels	 have	3	

received	 significant	 attention	 [58,59],	 and	 researchers	 have	 performed	 both	 numerical	 [45,60–62]	 and	4	

experimental	[45,60,62]	investigations	in	these	regimes.	The	primary	focus	to	date	has	been	on	the	First	Law	5	

analysis	of	these	systems.	Nonetheless,	one	of	the	most	classical	categories	of	studies	on	entropy	generation	6	

rate	 in	 micro	 systems	 is	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 single-phase	 and	 multiphase	 flows	 in	 microchannels.	7	

Recently,	 several	 investigations	 have	 been	 done	 in	 this	 area	 [7,26,27,32,63–66].	 The	 analysis	 of	 entropy	8	

generation	rate	of	single-phase	flows	in	microchannels	[7,26,27,32,63–65]	is	fairly	straightforward	compare	9	

to	 that	 of	 multiphase	 flows	 [47,65,66].	 In	 both	 of	 these	 categories,	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 is	 either	10	

evaluated	 by	 solving	 ordinary	 or	 partial	 differential	 equations,	 i.e.,	 sub-system	modeling	 [26,27,32]	 or	 by	11	

simple	algebraic	equations,	i.e.,	system	modeling	[7,47,65].	Depending	on	the	complexity	of	the	problem	and	12	

the	simplifying	assumptions,	the	differential	equations	for	single-phase	flow,	analyses	of	entropy	generation	13	

rate	 can	 be	 solved	 analytically	 [26,27]	 or	 numerically	 [32,64].	 As	 noted	 in	 Section	 2,	when	 the	 analysis	 of	14	

entropy	 generation	 rate	 	 is	 considered,	 i.e.,	 solving	 the	 differential	 equations,	 both	 local	 and	 total	 rate	 of	15	

entropy	generation	results	are	available	and	there	 is	an	opportunity	to	 identify	 the	specific	 thermophysical	16	

property	 of	 the	microchannel	 that	 results	 in	 the	 greatest	 entropy	 production	 rate,	 i.e.,	 exergy	 destruction.	17	

However,	 the	 local	 rate	 of	 entropy	 generation	 analysis	 of	 multiphase	 flows	 in	 microchannels	 is	 more	18	

challenging	due	to	the	complex	mathematical	modelling	and	phenomenological	character	of	the	flow	[67–69].	19	

Hence,	 the	 second	 simulation	 approach,	 i.e.,	 system	 model,	 is	 mostly	 used	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 entropy	20	

generation	 rate	 in	 microchannels	 with	 multiphase	 flow	 [47,65]	 or	 concentric	 heat	 exchangers	 [7].	 In	 this	21	

approach,	 only	 the	 input	 and	 output	 characteristics	 of	 the	 fluid	 are	 considered.	 Depending	 on	 the	22	

assumptions,	 thermophysical	 properties	 and	 components	 of	 the	 system,	 Eq.	 (2)	 which	 correlates	 the	23	

specifications	of	a	thermofluidic	system	to	the	total	rate	of	entropy	generation	is	discussed.	24	

	 As	 an	 example,	 consider	 the	 first	 term	 of	 the	 RHS	 of	 Eq.	 (2).	 By	 writing	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	25	

equations	 for	 the	 air	 at	 the	 inlet	 and	 outlet	 using	 temperature	 and	 pressure,	 the	 total	 rate	 of	 entropy	26	

generation	of	the	air	within	the	system	is	determined.	Assuming	air	as	an	ideal	gas	and	constant	specific	heats	27	

the	refrigerant	entropy	change	is	expressed	as	[47]:	28	

,-./,!=*!"!,453−"!,(/=*!%&,!</6!,4536!,(/−=</>!,453>!,(/	 (7)	

For	determination	of	the	entropy	generation	rate	of	refrigerant	some	additional	analysis	is	required.	Here,	the	29	

role	 of	 the	 pressure	 drop	 of	 the	 refrigerant	 on	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 is	 discussed.	 Applying	 Gibbs	30	

relation	672"=2(−'2>7,	the	entropy	variation	for	the	refrigerant	is	expressed	as:	31	

2"=2(67−'2>767=2(67−2>7$67.	 (8)	
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The	total	entropy	generation	rate	because	of	pressure	drop	is	represented	by	the	second	term	in	Eq.	(8).	The	1	

total	impact	of	the	air	and	refrigerant	is	expressed	as:	2	

,-./,?>=*7".-*./3?>767$7−*!".-*./3=</>!,453>!,(/	 (9)	

Similarly,	 the	entropy	generation	rate	because	of	heat	 transfer	 for	 the	air	and	 the	refrigerant	 is	 formulated	3	

using	Eq.	(10)	4	

,-./,ℎ3=".-*./3*!%&,!</6!,4536!,(/+*7"453−"(/−*7?>767$7	 (10)	

The	first	term	on	the	RHS	of	Eq.	(10)	is	the	entropy	generation	rate	because	of	heat	transfer	for	the	air	and	the	5	

other	 terms	 represent	entropy	generation	 rate	 for	 the	 refrigerant.	 In	Eq.	 (10),	 	presents	 the	6	

total	entropy	generation	rate	from	the	refrigerant	with	the	pressure	drop	source	term	removed	to	achieve	the	7	

entropy	generation	rate	because	of	heat	transfer.	In	this	expression	 	represents	the	pressure	drop	for	the	8	

refrigerant	and	is	positive	in	Eq.	(10).	By	solving	the	appropriate	equations	for	a	microchannel-condenser,	the	9	

total	rate	of	entropy	generation	through	the	microchannel	is	determined.	Since	this	method	does	not	provide	10	

any	 information	 about	 the	 local	 rate	 of	 entropy	 generation	 in	 the	 microchannel,	 there	 is	 only	 limited	11	

opportunity	to	identify	physical	causes	for	the	entropy	generation	rate	at	a	specific	point	in	the	system,	and	12	

hence	 it	 provides	 less	 information	 by	 which	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 is	 assessed	 and	 optimized.	 For	13	

example,	Fig.	2	 illustrates	 the	different	components	of	entropy	generation	rate	 including	 the	pressure	drop	14	

entropy	generation	number	 for	 air	 (N_a_pd),	 the	pressure	drop	 entropy	generation	number	 for	 refrigerant	15	

(N_r_pd),	heat	transfer	entropy	generation	number	(N_ht),	and	the	total	entropy	generation	number	(N_tot)	16	

versus	mass	 flow	 rate	 of	 air	 inside	 a	microchannel	 condenser.	 It	 is	 apparent	 that	 while	 the	 total	 entropy	17	

generation	number	is	optimized	for	a	particular	mass	flow	rate,	information	on	the	local	entropy	generation	18	

rate	 is	missing	[47].	That	said,	 this	section	of	 the	review	is	divided	into	two	sub-sections	to	discuss	each	of	19	

these	categories	in	depth,	based	on	a	system	or	sub-system	approach.	Here,	Table	1	is	provided	to	concisely	20	

summarize	the	above	literature	review.	21	

3.1.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	single-phase	flows	22	

As	 previously	 discussed,	 when	 single-phase	 flow	 is	 available	 in	 a	 microchannel,	 the	 typical	 approach	 is	23	

solving	the	Navier-Stokes	and	energy	governing	equations.	Hence,	it	is	possible	to	obtain	both	local	and	total	24	

entropy	generation	 rates	and	perform	entropy	generation	minimization.	 Since	 the	 configuration	of	 interest	25	

here	is	a	microchannel,	the	walls’	thickness	of	the	microchannel	can	be	similar	to	the	clear/porous	part	of	the	26	

microchannel	[63,70].	In	that	case,	the	thermal	analyses	should	consider	the	wall	geometry.	In	Section	2,	the	27	

fundamental	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 equations	 for	 open	 microchannels,	 and	 porous	 microchannels,	28	

considering	both	LTE	and	LTNE	approaches	were	discussed	via	Eqs.	(4)-(6b).	In	this	section,	the	formulation	29	

of	the	entropy	generation	rate	will	be	expanded	to	a	partially	porous	microchannel.	30	
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	 Assuming	a	partially	filled	porous	microchannel	as	shown	in	Fig.	3,	the	momentum	and	energy	governing	1	

equations	 can	 be	 simplified	 and	 solved	 analytically.	 The	momentum	 governing	 equations	 in	 the	 open	 and	2	

porous	parts	are	written	as	3	

−;&;8+1.##;25#1;:2−1#05#1=0     ℎ1≤:<ℎ2,	 (11a)	

−;&;8+1#;25#2;:2=0       ℎ2≤:≤ℎ3	 (11b)	

respectively.	Equation	(11a)	 is	referred	to	as	 the	Darcy-Brinkman	model	 for	momentum	transfer	 in	porous	4	

media	[71].	Assuming	the	LTNE	model	within	the	porous	media,	the	energy	governing	equations	in	fluid	and	5	

solid	phases	are	expressed	as:	6	

9122:2612:+@1=0              0<:≤ℎ1,	 (12a)	

$%&5#1;6#1;8=9.#;26#1;:2+ℎ"#!"#6"−6#1+"#        ℎ1≤:<ℎ,	 (12b)	

0=9.";26";:2−ℎ"#!"#6"−6#1+""         ℎ1≤:<ℎ2,	 (12c)	

$%&5#2;6#2;8=9#;26#2;:2+"#                        ℎ2≤:≤ℎ3,	 (12d)	

9222:2622:+@2=0              ℎ3<:≤ℎ4	 (12e)	

	 As	seen	from	Eqs.	(12a)	and	(12e),	the	energy	governing	equations	for	the	microchannel	solid	walls	have	7	

been	incorporated	in	the	formulations.	It	is	worth	noting	that	this	approach	is	different	to	the	so	called	‘pore-8	

scale	modelling’	which	is	more	precise	but	highly	computationally	demanding.	This	is	important	once	the	wall	9	

thickness	 of	 the	 microchannel	 is	 comparable	 to	 dimensions	 of	 the	 open/porous	 section	 [70],	 where	 heat	10	

transfer	 in	 the	wall	affects	 the	 thermal	 features	and	entropy	generation	rate	of	 the	microchannel.	Recently,	11	

effects	of	microchannels’	walls	on	the	entropy	generation	rate	have	been	evaluated	in	several	investigations	12	

[26,72–74].	It	was	shown	that	normal	heat	transfer	through	walls	has	a	substantial	impact	on	the	total	heat	13	

transfer	and	entropy	generation	rate	of	the	microchannels	[26,72–76].	It	should	be	mentioned	that	Eq.	(12)	14	

can	be	easily	transformed	to	be	applicable	for	the	LTE	model	in	porous	media	[77].	This	is	accomplished	by	15	

first	approximating	the	interstitial	heat	transfer	coefficient	between	the	fluid	and	solid	phases	of	the	porous	16	

medium,	i.e.,	 ,	by	a	relatively	high	value.	This	approximation	initially	overestimates	the	thermal	interaction	17	

between	the	two-phases	and	allows	the	values	to	be	iterated	to	ultimately	unify	the	temperature	of	the	two-18	

phases	in	the	porous	section.	19	

	 The	analyses	of	entropy	generation	rate	in	porous	microchannels	were	performed	with	different	physical	20	

conditions	 such	 as	 temperature	 jump/velocity	 slip	 boundary	 conditions	 at	 porous-wall	 interface,	 and	21	

generation/absorption	of	heat	within	microchannel.	Some	researchers	[26,27]	computationally	 investigated	22	

entropy	generation	rate	of	single-phase	flow	in	porous	microchannels	using	an	LTNE	model.	 In	some	cases,	23	

the	exothermic	and	endothermic	effects	were	 incorporated	 into	 the	simulation,	where	microchannels	were	24	
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asymmetric	 [26,27].	 In	 another	 numerical	 study,	when	 an	 LTE	 approach	was	 considered,	 the	 temperature	1	

jump	 and	 velocity	 slip	 interface	 boundary	 conditions	 were	 incorporated	 [63,78].	 Some	 investigations	2	

considered	a	microchannel	with	relatively	thick	walls	occupied	with	porous	materials	in	which	different	wall-3	

surrounding	 interface	 boundary	 conditions	 were	 considered.	 Figure	 4	 illustrates	 the	 two	 different	 cases	4	

investigated	 [78].	Because	a	 temperature	 jump	parameter	was	 incorporated	at	 the	 fluid-solid	 interface,	 the	5	

entropy	 generation	 rate	 for	 each	 solid-fluid	 interface	 in	 the	 microchannel	 was	 readily	 determined	 using	6	

calculation	of	 the	entropy	generation	 rate	of	each	phase	separately,	 i.e.,	 the	 ratio	of	heat	 flux	 to	 that	of	 the	7	

temperature	of	 the	specific	medium.	Hence,	 the	entropy	generation	rate	at	 the	 interface	was	 formulated	as	8	

[78]:	9	

,(=+(16(,"−16(,#	 (13)	

	 It	 was	 shown	 that	 while	 rising	 the	 temperature	 jump	 boundary	 condition	 reduces	 the	 local	 rate	 of	10	

entropy	 generation	 [63],	 it	may	 eventually	 rise	 up	 the	 total	 rate	 of	 entropy	 generation	of	 the	 system	 [78].	11	

Several	computational	fluid	dynamics	simulations	address	the	entropy	generation	rate	in	single-phase	flows	12	

through	microchannels	 [32,64].	These	 simulations	examined	clear	microchannels	using	different	 triangular	13	

cavities	 at	 the	 sidewalls.	Two	 configurations	 are	 shown	 in	Fig.	 5.	 In	 these	 cases,	 the	Reynolds	number	 is	 a	14	

determining	 parameter	 for	 minimizing	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 [32].	 In	 an	 interesting	 study	 of	 the	15	

experimental	 and	 numerical	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 [7],	 a	 horizontal	 concentric	 micro-fin	 tube	 heat	16	

exchanger	 was	 analyzed.	 This	 study	 demonstrated	 that	 the	 numerically	 predicted	 data	 could	 accurately	17	

approximate	the	experimental	results.	18	

3.1.1.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	single-phase	multi-component	flows	19	

Entropy	generation	rate	in	single-phase	multi-component	flows	such	as	airflow	through	microchannels	was	20	

studied	 in	 different	 investigations	 [79–82].	 In	 a	 theoretical	 investigation	 [79],	 studies	 were	 reported	 on	21	

entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 hydrodynamically	 and	 thermally	 fully	 developed	 airflow	 through	 parallel	 plate	22	

microchannels	with	asymmetric	heat	fluxes	on	top	and	bottom	walls.	It	was	shown	that	entropy	generation	23	

rate	increases	with	decreasing	Peclet	number	for	Peclet	numbers	less	than	10.	This	augmentation	in	entropy	24	

generation	rate	is	because	of	significance	of	axial	temperature	gradient	at	low	Peclet	numbers	[79].	However,	25	

as	 Peclet	 number	 increased	 to	 more	 than	 10,	 effects	 of	 radial	 temperature	 gradient	 dominated	 axial	26	

temperature	 gradient	 and	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 remained	 constant.	 This	 study	 showed	 that	 sharp	27	

temperature	 gradients	 at	 microchannels’	 walls	 bring	maximum	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 for	 different	 heat	28	

fluxes	at	walls.	In	a	numerical	investigation	[80],	entropy	generation	minimization	was	performed	for	laminar	29	

and	 steady	airflow	 through	bundles	of	microchannel.	 It	was	 shown	 that	 total	 rate	of	 entropy	generation	 is	30	

higher	 for	airflow	with	no-slip	boundary	condition	than	airflow	with	velocity	slip	boundary	condition.	This	31	

higher	entropy	generation	rate	is	due	to	high	velocity	gradient	close	to	wall.	Further,	it	was	concluded	that	for	32	

each	operating	condition	there	is	a	particular	airflow	rate	that	results	in	Entropy	Generation	Minimization	in	33	
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microchannels.	 In	 another	 theoretical	 work	 [81],	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 of	 airflow	 between	 two	 parallel	1	

plates	with	symmetric	heat	fluxes	was	studied.	This	study	showed	that	rate	of	entropy	generation	decreases	2	

across	channel,	and	maximum	entropy	generation	rate	occurs	at	wall	of	micro-	and	macroscale	channels.	 It	3	

was	 also	 shown	 that	 the	 total	 rate	 of	 entropy	 generation	 is	 higher	 and	 thermal	 interaction	 is	 lower	 in	4	

macroscale	 channels	 compared	 to	 microscale	 channels.	 For	 example,	 decreasing	 channel	 size	 from	5	

macroscale	 to	microscale	 showed	50%	reduction	 in	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 and	50%	enhancement	 in	6	

heat	 transfer.	 Investigations	 on	 Entropy	 Generation	 Minimization	 of	 moist	 air	 flow	 through	 bundles	 of	7	

microchannels	 were	 reported	 in	 Ref.	 [82].	 Moisture	 transfer	 irreversibilities	 were	 included	 in	 entropy	8	

generation	rate	by	heat	transfer.	The	study	showed	that	the	entropy	generation	rate	is	minimized	at	specific	9	

values	 of	 air	 volume	 flow	 rate.	 For	 examples,	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 is	 minimized	 in	 microchannels	10	

when	air	volume	flow	rate	is	4×10−3(*3").	Further,	results	showed	that	rising	relative	humidity	of	moist	air	11	

increases	 convective	 heat	 transfer	 coefficient	 and	 decreases	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 of	 airflow.	 For	12	

example,	as	relative	humidity	was	intensified	from	0	to	0.9,	convective	heat	transfer	coefficient	was	enhanced	13	

by	20	%	and	entropy	generation	rate	decreased	by	2.1	%	[82].	14	

The	 above	 studies	 [79–82]	 have	 provided	 useful	 information	 on	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 of	 airflow	15	

through	 empty	microchannels.	 However,	 effects	 of	 inserts	 in	microchannels	 and	 enhanced	 heat	 and	mass	16	

exchanges	 on	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 have	 remained	 unstudied	 and	 form	 a	 gap	 in	 the	 literature.	 As	17	

inserts	 are	 used	 for	 simultaneous	 enhancement	 of	 heat	 transfer	 and	mass	 transfer,	 it	 is	 predicted	 that	 the	18	

enhanced	heat	and	mass	transfer	will	result	 in	considerable	generation	of	entropy.	Therefore,	experimental	19	

and	numerical	study	of	entropy	generation	rate	in	microchannels	with	inserts	will	be	a	new	research	topic	for	20	

thermal	and	fluid	researchers.	21	

3.2.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	multiphase	flows	22	

A	few	studies	on	second	law	analysis	of	multiphase	flow	in	microchannels	are	available	in	the	literature,	but	23	

these	 have	 recently	 attracted	 some	 additional	 attention	 [47,65,66].	 As	 mentioned	 previously,	 these	24	

investigations	 have	 been	 primarily	 focused	 at	 the	 system	 level,	 and	 hence	 there	 are	 no	 partial	 differential	25	

equations	to	be	considered	[47,65,66].	As	these	analyses	considered	algebraic	equations	for	determination	of	26	

the	entropy	generation	rate	in	the	microchannels,	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	can	be	readily	obtained	27	

[47,65].	While	considering	algebraic	equations	to	obtain	the	total	rate	of	entropy	generation	lacks	the	sense	28	

of	completeness	and	detailed	analysis,	it	provides	a	quick	and	reasonably	accurate	methodology	by	which	the	29	

level	 of	 exergy	 destruction	 is	 determined.	 For	 example,	 it	 has	 been	 shown	 that	 under	 different	30	

thermophysical	conditions,	increasing	the	mass	flow	rate	in	a	microchannel	accommodating	multiphase	flow	31	

may	increase,	decrease,	or	not	change	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	[47].	Figure	6	illustrates	changes	in	32	

the	entropy	generation	rate	with	mass	flow	rate	at	different	heat	fluxes,	 in	an	evaporator	as	investigated	in	33	

Ref.	 [65].	 Based	 on	 this	 study,	 it	 is	 apparent	 that	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 remains	 constant	 with	34	

augmenting	 mass	 flow	 rate	 and	 goes	 up	 with	 increasing	 heat	 flux.	 In	 a	 numerical	 investigation	 [66],	35	
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optimization	 of	 number	 of	 micro-fins	 in	 tube-in-tube	 heat	 exchangers	 with	 respect	 to	 thermophysical	1	

properties	 of	 the	 heat	 exchanger	was	 discussed.	 The	 impact	 of	 number	 of	micro-fins	 on	 heat	 transfer	 and	2	

pressure	 drop	 contributions	 to	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 are	 provided	 in	 Fig.	 7.	 Evaluating	 the	 above-3	

mentioned	systems	[47,65,66]	based	on	a	local	rate	of	entropy	generation	perspective,	requires	examination	4	

of	the	partial	differential	equations,	which	are	an	inherent	part	of	the	heat	and	mass	transport	in	multiphase	5	

and	phase	change	systems	[55].	That	is	one	of	the	main	reasons	why	micro	thermal	systems	accommodating	6	

multiphase	 flows	have	not	gained	much	attention	 for	subsystem	second	 law	analyses,	 i.e.,	 investigations	on	7	

the	 local	 rate	 of	 entropy	 generation.	 As	 multiphase	 flows	 have	 found	 more	 and	 expanded	 applications	 in	8	

chemical	 and	 biocatalytic	 reactors	 [83]	 and	 nanoparticle-laden	 flows	 [84],	 now	 may	 be	 the	 time	 for	9	

concentrating	 on	 the	 system	 and	 sub-system	 second	 law	 analyses	 of	 multiphase	 flows	 and	 exergetic	10	

performances	of	systems	with	multiphase	phenomena.	11	

4.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	microchannels	in	the	presence	of	magnetic	or	electric	fields	12	

If	a	fluid	is	electrically	conductive,	the	electric	current	can	be	transferred	through	the	fluid	using	two	specific	13	

mechanisms	 at	 two	 different	 regions	 of	 the	 system	 [85].	 This	 idea	 has	 been	 used	 to	 develop	 a	 variety	 of	14	

“tools”	in	thermofluidic	technologies,	 i.e.,	electromagnetic	pumps	[86–88].	This	technique	has	found	various	15	

applications	in	biological	systems,	such	as	those	in	miniaturized	magnetic	cell	sorters	[42].	16	

	 The	electromagnetic	effects	on	the	fluid	flow	and	heat	transfer	in	microchannels	were	investigated	for	a	17	

number	 of	 years	 [85,89].	 As	 has	 been	 previously	 shown,	 both	 electric	 and	magnetic	 resultant	 forces	may	18	

influence	 the	 thermophysical	 properties	 of	 the	 system	 [88,89].	 The	main	 force	 occurring	 in	microchannel	19	

fluid	flow	comes	from	the	interplay	of	the	electric	current	density	and	the	magnetic	field,	which	generates	the	20	

Lorentz	 body	 force	 [92].	 Several	 research	 works	 have	 investigated	 thermophysical	 characteristics	 of	21	

electromagnetic	 microchannels	 [93,94].	 However,	 investigations	 on	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 within	22	

microchannels	 in	 which	 electromagnetic	 forces	 play	 a	 role	 are	 quite	 limited.	 To	 date,	 two	 microchannel	23	

geometries	with	electromagnetic	forces	have	been	considered	for	analyses	of	entropy	generation	rate.	These	24	

are	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 8	 [95,96].	 In	 a	 numerical	 work	 [95],	 the	 studies	 reported	 on	 thermal	 characteristics	 of	25	

thermally	developed	nanofluid	flow	within	a	parallel	plate	microchannel,	including	effects	of	pressure-driven	26	

and	 streaming	 potential,	 i.e.,	 resulting	 from	 the	 induced	 electric	 field.	 The	 effects	 of	 the	 electric	 field	27	

generated	by	streaming	potential	in	the	momentum	and	energy	equations	as	well	as	the	governing	equations	28	

of	entropy	generation	rate	were	considered.	The	local	and	total	entropy	generation	rates	of	the	microchannel	29	

at	different	nanoparticles	concentration	rate	and	Brinkman	number	were	provided.	It	was	discussed	that	the	30	

entropy	 generation	 rate	 increases	 and	 decreases	 with	 the	 Brinkman	 number	 and	 nanoparticles	31	

concentration,	 respectively,	 as	 shown	 in	 Fig.9.	 A	 research	 gap	 found	 in	 Ref.	 [95]	 is	 lack	 of	 information	 on	32	

variation	of	entropy	generation	rate	with	electro-kinetic	parameters,	which	needs	to	be	investigated.	33	
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	 In	a	relatively	new	investigation	[96],	comprehensive	analyses	provided	on	the	entropy	generation	rate	1	

in	 a	 narrow	 fluidic	 microchannel	 induced	 by	 a	 uniform	 peristaltic	 wave	 under	 electro-kinetic	 force	 and	2	

magnetic	field.	While	the	well-known	Poisson-Boltzmann	equation	for	electric	potential	in	the	microchannel	3	

was	 used,	 both	 electrical	 and	 magnetic	 effects	 were	 incorporated	 in	 momentum,	 energy	 and	 entropy	4	

generation	 rate	 governing	 equations	 [96].	 This	 study	 discussed	 the	 effects	 of	 Joule	 heating	 parameter	 and	5	

Hartmann	number	on	the	local	entropy	generation	rate	and	local	Bejan	number.	Figure	10	illustrates	that	the	6	

local	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 goes	 up	 with	 Joule	 heating	 parameter	 and	 Hartmann	 number	 along	 the	7	

microchannel.	However,	Fig.	10	(b)	illustrates	that	the	local	entropy	generation	rate	reduces	with	Hartmann	8	

number	at	the	end	of	microchannel,	e.g.	y=0.95.	9	

5.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	nanofluid	flow	through	microchannels	10	

One	 of	 the	 most	 effective	 methods	 of	 increasing	 the	 Nusselt	 number	 is	 augmentation	 of	 fluid	 thermal	11	

conductivity	 of	 the	 fluid	 by	 incorporating	 nano-size	 particles	 to	 the	 fluid	 [97].	 Because	 the	 thermal	12	

conductivity	of	 the	added	nanoparticles,	which	usually	are	metal	or	 their	oxides	[98–100],	are	greater	than	13	

the	 thermal	 conductivity	 of	 the	 base	 fluid,	 the	 mean	 value	 of	 fluid	 thermal	 conductivity	 substantially	14	

increases.	 The	 suspension	 of	 fluid	 and	 nanoparticles	 is	 called	 nanofluid.	 So	 far,	 the	 application	 of	15	

nanoparticles	 in	heat	transfer	augmentation	in	microchannels	has	been	examined	experimentally	[101,102]	16	

and	 numerically	 [103–108]	 by	 several	 scholars.	 In	 an	 interesting	 work	 [109],	 nanofluids	 have	 even	 been	17	

considered	 for	 nano-drug	 delivery.	 However,	 the	 number	 of	 investigations	 regarding	 the	 second	 law	18	

performance	of	micro	systems,	while	containing	nanofluids	is	relatively	small	[21,29,110–112].	19	

5.1.	Single-phase	mixture	modeling	approach	20	

Following	 the	 investigation	 of	 the	 First	 Law	 performance	 of	 micro	 thermal	 systems	 involving	 nanofluids	21	

[105,108],	some	scholars	started	to	re-examine	these	systems	and	effects	of	nanoparticles	on	the	system	from	22	

an	entropy	generation	perspective	[53,106,107].	The	impact	of	Al2O3-water	nanofluids	on	the	performance	of	23	

thermoelectric	modules	was	analyzed	 in	Ref.	 [29].	This	study	 illustrated	that	at	 low	Reynolds	numbers,	 the	24	

total	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 of	 the	 thermoelectric	 module	 decreases	 when	 a	 small	 volume	 fraction	 of	25	

nanoparticles	 is	 added	 to	 the	 base	 fluid	 in	 hot	 side	 of	 heat	 exchangers.	 Alternatively,	 at	 high	 Reynolds	26	

numbers,	the	nanoparticles	are	added	to	the	base	fluid	in	cold	side	of	heat	exchangers	to	decrease	the	total	27	

entropy	 generation	 rate.	 Results	 showed	 that	 at	 low	 Reynolds	 numbers,	 i.e.,	 Re=10,	 decreasing	 the	28	

nanoparticle	diameter	reveals	no	impact	on	the	total	entropy	generation	rate.	However,	at	Reynolds	number	29	

50	and	beyond,	as	the	nanoparticle	diameter	reduces,	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	in	cold	side	and	hot	30	

side	of	heat	exchangers	decreases	and	increases,	respectively.	In	a	series	of	numerical	works	[111,112],	the	31	

entropy	generation	rate	was	analyzed	in	viscous	dissipative	nanofluid	flows	through	porous	microchannels.	A	32	

two-dimensional	 analytical	 solution	with	 an	 LTNE	 assumption	was	 used	 and	 temperature	 and	 contours	 of	33	

entropy	 generation	 rate	 were	 provided.	 It	 was	 shown	 that	 determination	 of	 Reynolds	 number	 has	 a	34	
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significant	effect	on	variation	of	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	with	the	nanoparticle	volume	fraction.	For	1	

example,	at	Re=20,	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	decreased	with	increasing	nanoparticle	volume	fraction,	2	

while	at	Re=100,	a	reverse	trend	for	entropy	generation	rate	was	observed.	3	

	 In	 a	 numerical	 study	 [21],	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 nanofluid	 flow	with	 streamwise	 conduction	4	

through	 microchannels	 was	 investigated.	 This	 study	 used	 LTE	 model	 and	 showed	 the	 total	 entropy	5	

generation	 rate	 for	 the	 porous	 microchannel	 versus	 various	 parameters	 such	 as	 the	 volume	 fraction	 of	6	

nanoparticles	and	the	Peclet	number.	Similar	to	Ref.	[111],	results	showed	that	variation	of	the	total	entropy	7	

generation	 number	 with	 changes	 in	 the	 nanoparticle	 volume	 fraction	 depends	 on	 the	 flow	 velocities	 (i.e.,	8	

Peclet	 numbers	 in	 dimensionless	 form	 in	 this	 study).	 In	 another	 numerical	 study	 [110],	 MHD	 mixed	9	

convection	and	entropy	generation	rate	in	a	3D	microchannel	using	Al2O3–water	nanofluid	was	investigated.	10	

This	study	considered	a	clear	microchannel	and	incorporated	effects	of	wall	thickness	and	magnetic	field	in	11	

the	 momentum	 and	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 governing	 equations.	 After	 validating	 results	 [110]	 with	 the	12	

literature	for	entropy	generation	rate	through	circular	microchannels	[113],	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	13	

for	the	microchannel	versus	different	aspect	ratios,	Reynolds	numbers	and	volume	fractions	was	determined.	14	

Figure	11	provides	one	sample	of	the	results	and	demonstrates	that	while	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	15	

reduces	with	intensifying	Reynolds	number,	increasing	the	aspect	ratio,	i.e.,	the	microchannel	width	to	height	16	

ratio,	 reduces	 the	 total	 entropy	 generation	 rate.	 Further,	 results	 illustrated	 that	 intensifying	 the	 volume	17	

fraction	of	the	Al2O3	nanoparticles	decreases	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	of	the	microchannel	at	various	18	

Reynolds	numbers	studied.	It	should	be	noted	that	for	all	of	the	above	studies,	a	single-phase	mixture	model	19	

has	been	assumed.	20	

5.2.	Two-phase	mixture	modeling	approach	21	

A	 more	 accurate	 model	 to	 be	 considered	 in	 nanofluid	 flows	 is	 the	 two-phase	 mixture	 model	 [114,115].	22	

Although	this	approach	is	computationally	more	demanding,	it	provides	information	about	the	distribution	of	23	

nanoparticles	 within	 the	 system	 [116,117].	 Assuming	 different	 distribution	 of	 nanoparticles	 within	 the	24	

system	allows	scholars	to	incorporate	these	information	within	the	energy	equation,	and	finally	obtain	more	25	

accurate	 temperature	 distributions	 [118,119].	 It	 has	 been	 illustrated	 in	 Ref.	 [119]	 that	 considering	 single-26	

phase	 model	 of	 natural	 convection	 of	 nanofluids	 with	 either	 Boussinesq	 approximation	 or	 temperature	27	

dependent	 thermal	 properties	 results	 in	 non-negligible	 differences	 for	 the	 heat	 transfer	 enhancement	28	

compared	to	when	two-phase	mixture	model	is	applied.	29	

	 There	 are	 several	 studies	 on	 the	 second	 law	 performance	 of	 the	 heat	 transfer	 systems	 containing	30	

nanoparticles,	using	the	two-phase	mixture	model.	In	a	computational	study	[120],	the	impact	of	TiO2-water	31	

nanofluid	on	the	entropy	generation	rate	of	turbulent	flow	inside	annuli	was	examined.	After	validating	the	32	

Nusselt	 values	 of	 the	 numerical	 simulation	 with	 experimental	 results,	 authors	 provided	 a	 comprehensive	33	

analysis	of	the	data	related	to	the	total	entropy	generation	rate.	It	was	shown	that	within	a	particular	range	of	34	
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the	radius	ratio,	it	is	possible	to	obtain	a	specific	Reynolds	number	to	minimize	the	total	entropy	generation	1	

rate.	 The	 schematic	 of	 the	 annuli	 under	 consideration	 in	 Ref.	 [120],	 and	 a	 sample	 optimization	 analysis	 is	2	

shown	 in	 Fig.	 12.	 In	 another	 computational	 study	 [118]	 two	 approaches,	 i.e.,	 single-phase	 and	 two-phase	3	

mixture,	were	applied	on	the	thermal	performances	of	circular	tube	heat	exchangers	using	a	nanofluid.	The	4	

total	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 was	 compared	 with	 different	 parameters,	 including	 the	 nanofluid	 volume	5	

fraction,	the	Reynolds	number	and	the	nanoparticle	diameter.	An	important	result	was	that	the	Eulerian	two-6	

phase	model	 over	 predicts	 the	 entropy	 production	 because	 of	 the	 frictional	 dissipation,	 in	 comparison	 to	7	

other	two-phase	and	single-phase	models.	This	over	prediction	intensifies	with	incremental	increases	in	the	8	

volume	 fraction	and/or	 the	diameter	of	 the	nanoparticles.	More	 recently,	 some	researchers	 [121]	 reported	9	

utilization	of	the	two-phase	mixture	model	for	investigating	effects	of	magnetic	fields	on	the	first	and	second	10	

law	performance	of	a	nanofluid	filled	cavity.	The	impact	of	Rayleigh	number	on	the	entropy	generation	rate	11	

due	 to	heat	 transfer,	 along	with	 the	effect	of	 the	 fluid	 friction	and	magnetic	 field,	 and	 total	 rate	of	 entropy	12	

generation	were	discussed.	As	illustrated	in	Fig.	13	,	while	the	total	rate	of	entropy	generation	goes	up	with	13	

Rayleigh	number,	presence	of	 the	magnetic	 field	decreases	 the	 total	 rate	of	 entropy	generation.	This	 study	14	

showed	useful	impacts	of	the	presence	of	magnetic	fields	for	improving	second	law	performance	and	causing	15	

less	exergy	destruction.	16	

	 The	preceding	literature	review	illustrates	that	the	investigations	of	impacts	of	nanofluids	on	the	second	17	

law	performance	of	micro	thermofluidic	systems	are	very	limited.	As	in	many	micro	thermal	systems,	such	as	18	

those	related	to	biology	[38,120]	the	accuracy	of	the	data	is	vital.	Therefore,	it	is	necessary	to	undertake	a	re-19	

investigation	of	micro	thermal	systems	with	nanofluids,	from	first	and	second	law	perspectives	using	the	two-20	

phase	mixture	model.	21	

6.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	chemically	reactive	flows	22	

Over	the	last	two	decades,	micro-structured	reactors	(or	microreactors)	have	found	significant	applications	in	23	

energy	 conversion.	 Microreactors	 usually	 consist	 of	 microchannels	 that	 accommodate	 chemical	 reactions	24	

[10,123,124].	Thermochemical	microreactors	predominately	 include	gas	phase	 reactions,	 although	 in	 some	25	

cases	 the	 fluid	 can	 be	 two-phase	 flow	 [3,124,125].	 Microreactors	 for	 energy	 purposes	 are	 extensively	26	

classified	 to	 two	main	 groups	 of	microcombustors	 and	micro	 thermochemical	 reactors	 for	 fuel	 processing.	27	

The	former	is	often	used	to	energize	micro	photovoltaic	systems	[10,126–128]	or	micro-propulsion	devices	28	

[123,129],	while	the	latter	is	employed	for	the	reforming	of	liquid	and	gaseous	fuels,	methanation	and	Fisher-29	

Tropsch	as	well	as	partial	oxidation	processes	[3,124,130].	Hydrogen	is	a	common	product	of	fuel	processing	30	

in	microreactors	and	is	used	in	fuel-cells	for	decentralized	power	generation	[10,124].	A	common	feature	of	31	

all	the	stated	applications	is	the	requirement	for	high	rate	of	thermal	interaction	with	the	microreactor.	This	32	

is	due	to	the	intense	exothermicity	or	endothermicity	of	the	accommodated	chemical	processes	such	as	the	33	

combustion	 and	 reforming	 of	 natural	 gas.	 Thus,	 thermal	 irreversibilities	 are	 often	 significant	 in	34	

thermochemical	microreactors.	Further,	 chemical	and	mass	exchange	 irreversibilities	are	 important	origins	35	
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of	entropy	generation	rate	in	reactive	media.	It	follows	that	microreactors	are	likely	to	generate	high	levels	of	1	

entropy	and	therefore	will	include	major	exergetic	losses.	Similar	to	that	for	other	energy	devices,	the	second	2	

law	 efficiency	 of	microreactors	 is	 an	 essential	 indicator	 of	 their	 performance	 and	 can	 be	 used	 as	 a	 design	3	

guide.	The	following	section	provides	an	overview	of	the	entropy	generation	rate	formulations	and	literature	4	

on	the	evaluation	of	entropy	generation	rate	and	exergy	loss	in	thermochemical	microreactors.	The	principal	5	

findings	and	the	outstanding	challenges	are	identified,	and	recommendations	are	made	for	future	research.	6	

6.1.	Formulation	of	entropy	generation	rate	in	reactive	flows	7	

The	 fundamental	equations	of	 entropy	generation	 rate	 in	multi-component,	 chemically	 reactive	 flows	were	8	

developed	by	several	authors	[77,131,132].	Here,	 the	derivations	 from	Ref.	 [33]	 is	presented	as	 it	has	been	9	

exclusively	developed	for	reactive	flows	in	microreactors.	The	Gibbs	relation	for	a	mixture	consist	of	n	species	10	

can	be	expressed	by	the	following	equation	11	

2(=62"−>2'"&+(=1/1(2A(,	 (14)	

where	1( is	the	chemical	potential	for	species	i.	Combining	Eq.	(14)	with	the	balance	of	energy	results	in	the	12	

development	of	an	equation	for	the	transport	of	entropy	as,	13	

6B"B3=B(B3−>$2B$B3−(=1/1(BA(B3.	 (15)	

In	the	derivation	of	Eq.	(15)	the	body	forces	and	transport	of	heat	by	concentration	gradient	(Dufour	effect)	14	

were	considered	negligible.	Further,	it	is	important	to	note	that	in	microreactors	with	clear	microchannels	(as	15	

opposed	to	those	filled	with	a	porous	media)	evaluation	of	the	irreversibilities	arising	from	thermal	radiation	16	

requires	a	separate	radiation	analysis,	which	will	be	presented	separately.	The	current	derivation,	therefore,	17	

ignores	the	radiation	effects	and	Eq.	(15)	is	expressed	as,	18	

$B"B3=16∇.9*(8∇6−16∇.(=1/ℎ()(+C6+16(=1/1(∇.)(−16(=1/1(7( .	 (16)	

Equation	(16)	includes	the	reversible	mechanisms	of	entropy	transfer	and	generation	due	to	irreversibilities.	19	

This	equation	is	modified	to	take	the	standard	form	of	a	transport	equation,	20	

$B"B3=∇.@6+16(=1/1()(+1629*(8∇62−162(=1/ℎ(.)(.∇6+C6−16(=1/1(7(+16(=1/)(.161(∇6−∇1(,	 (17)	

where	@=9*(8∇6−(=1/ℎ()(.	The	terms	in	the	RHS	of	Eq.	(17)	are	expressed	in	the	following	forms:	21	

"==∇.@6+16(=1/1()(	 (18a)	

"-./′′′343!<=1629*(8∇62−162(=1/ℎ()(∇6+C6−16(=1/1(7(+16(=1/)(.[161(∇6−∇1(]	 (18b)	

Equation	(18a)	shows	the	transport	of	reversible	entropy,	while	Eq.	(18b)	presents	the	total	rate	of	entropy	22	

generation.	Recalling	that	1(=ℎ(−6"(	and	∇1(=∇ℎ(−6∇"(−"(∇6,	and	some	algebraic	manipulations	lead	to	the	23	
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following	 breakdown	 of	 the	 total	 rate	 of	 entropy	 generation	 to	 reaction,	 conduction,	 mass	 diffusion	 and	1	

viscosity	[33].	2	

"-./′′′7=−16(=1/1(7(	 (19a)	

"-./′′′%4/2=1629*(8∇62	 (19b)	

"-./′′′2(##=(=1/($=(B(*)∇A(.∇D(D(+(=1/=(B6([∇66∇D(D(]	 (19c)	

"-./′′′'("=C6	 (19d)	

Radiative	heat	transfer	entropy	generation	rate	is	obtained	separately,	and	includes	the	entropy	generation	3	

rate	due	to	absorption,	emission	and	the	scattering	of	thermal	energy	[133].	Assuming	isentropic	scattering	4	

and	grey	media,	 the	following	equations	approximate	the	radiative	heat	transfer	entropy	generation	rate	 in	5	

the	gas	and	solid	media	[33].	6	

"-./′′′7!2,"=16=,"E"4FGH,"−I"−16"E"4FGH,"−I"	 (20a)	

"-./′′′7!2,-=16=,-E-4FGH,-−I-−16-E-4FGH,-−I-	 (20b)	

The	total	rate	of	volumetric	entropy	generation	within	the	microreactor	includes	contributions	from	reaction,	7	

heat	conduction,	mass	diffusion	(due	to	the	mass	and	thermal	gradients),	viscous	dissipation	and	radiation	in	8	

the	solid	and	gaseous	zones.	9	

"-./′′′343!<="-./′′′7+"-./′′′%4/2+"-./′′′2(##+"-./′′′'("+"-./′′′7!2,"+"-./′′′7!2,-	 (21)	

	

Table	3	summarizes	mathematical	equations	shown	for	entropy	generation	studies.	10	

6.2.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	microcombustors	11	

Microcombustors	are	a	peculiar	type	of	combustion	systems	as	they	include	flames	in	passages	that	are	often	12	

well	 below	 the	 quenching	 distances.	 For	 this	 reason,	 thermal	 management	 is	 an	 essential	 part	 of	13	

microcombustor	 design	 and	 operation	 [10,123].	 Given	 that	 in	 most	 miniaturized	 systems	 the	 surface-to-14	

volume	 ratio	 is	 quite	 high,	 the	 heat	 losses	 and	 thus	 the	 heat	 transfer	 irreversibilities	 of	 these	15	

microcombustors	 are	 expected	 to	 be	 significant.	 Further,	 heat	 losses	 can	 affect	 the	 chemical	 reactions	 and	16	

thus	alter	the	chemical	irreversibilities,	while	the	enhanced	transport	of	mass	in	microchannels	is	expected	to	17	

decrease	 the	mass	 transfer	 irreversibility.	 It	 follows	 that	 the	entropic	behavior	of	microcombustors	 can	be	18	

different	 to	 that	 of	 conventional	 combustion	 systems.	The	 latter	has	been	 extensively	 investigated	 (see	 for	19	

example	 Ref.	 [134]	 for	 a	 literature	 review	 and	 Refs.	 [135,136]	 for	 the	 most	 recent	 developments),	 while	20	

studies	 on	 the	 former	 are	 less	 frequent.	 This	 section	 puts	 forward	 a	 review	 of	 literature	 on	 entropy	21	

generation	rate	in	microcombustors.	22	

	 An	 early	 second	 law	 analysis	 in	 microcombustors	 was	 reported	 in	 Ref.	 [137].	 This	 work	 reported	 an	23	

analytical	 investigation	 and	 evaluated	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 the	 flame	 zone	 under	 steady-state.	 The	24	
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analysis	considered	a	cylindrical	microcombustor	and	examined	the	impacts	of	the	type	and	concentration	of	1	

the	 fuel,	 the	 input	 temperature,	 and	 the	 microcombustor	 diameter.	 The	 mathematical	 equations	 were	2	

developed	 according	 to	 the	 reversible	 transport	 and	 forced	 convection	 terms	 in	 the	 entropy	 governing	3	

equation.	It	was	shown	that	the	least	entropy	generation	rate	occurs	at	the	similar	tube	radius,	normalized	by	4	

the	thickness	of	the	flame	for	the	all	investigated	parameters.	Therefore,	the	difference	between	the	entropy	5	

generated	by	lean	to	rich	flames	decreases	with	increasing	the	tube	radius.	This	implied	that	the	choice	of	fuel	6	

and	 oxidizer	 equivalence	 ratio	 are	 essential	 parameters	 in	 the	 analysis	 of	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 of	7	

microcombustors.	 Results	 showed	 that	 that	 operation	 close	 to	 the	 stoichiometric	 ratio	 is	 the	 minimum	8	

efficient	 operational	 regime	 from	 the	 second	 law	 of	 thermodynamics	 viewpoint.	 The	 findings	 also	9	

demonstrated	 that,	 hydrogen-air	 stoichiometric	 flames	 generate	 more	 entropy	 due	 to	 the	 higher	 energy	10	

content	of	hydrogen	in	comparison	with	methane	and	propane.	Importantly,	this	study	[137]	did	not	discuss	11	

the	influence	of	heat	losses	on	the	second	law	performance	of	system.	12	

	 In	 an	 extensive	 computational	 study	 [33],	 entropy	generation	 rate	 in	 a	 cylindrical,	 premixed	hydrogen	13	

burning	 microcombustor	 was	 analyzed.	 A	 stoichiometric	 reaction	 with	 one	 step	 chemistry	 and	 discrete	14	

ordinates	 (DO)	method	 for	modelling	 of	 thermal	 radiation	was	 employed.	 The	 study	was	 concerned	 about	15	

finding	the	optimal	values	of	the	wall	thermal	conductivity	for	which	the	exergetic	losses	of	the	microreactor	16	

were	minimized.	This	study	examined	a	wide	range	of	wall	thermal	conductivities	and	found	that	the	optimal	17	

exergetic	behavior	occurred	 in	 the	domain	of	0.1-1.75	W/m.K.	 It	was	also	reported	 that	chemical	 reactions	18	

were	 the	 strongest	 origin	 for	 entropy	 generation	 rate,	 where	 the	 thermal	 conduction	 and	 mass	 diffusion	19	

effects	 were	 secondary,	 and	 the	 influence	 of	 thermal	 radiation	 and	 viscous	 diffusion	 were	 found	 to	 be	20	

comparatively	negligible.	Further,	 in	another	work	[14],	 it	was	argued	that	the	wall	thickness	did	not	affect	21	

the	irreversibilities	significantly	and	that	the	entropy	generation	mainly	occurred	due	to	the	irreversibilities	22	

encountered	in	the	gas	phase	medium.	23	

	 The	assumption	of	single	step	chemistry	was	removed	in	the	subsequent	work	in	Ref.	[138],	in	which	the	24	

multistep	 chemical	 kinetics	 of	 premixed	 hydrogen	 combustion	were	 included	 in	 the	 numerical	 second	 law	25	

analysis	 of	 a	 cylindrical	 microcombustor.	 The	 results	 demonstrated	 that	 irreversibilities	 are	 spatially	26	

distributed	 in	 the	 volume	 of	 the	 microreactor	 and	 hence,	 precise	 modelling	 of	 transport	 phenomena	27	

downstream	of	the	flame	is	of	high	significance.	As	a	very	interesting	outcome,	this	study	[138]	demonstrated	28	

that	the	same	group	of	reactions	overcomes	the	heat	generation	rate	and	the	entropy	generation	rate	and	the	29	

two	most	significant	participating	reactions	include	hydroperoxyl	radical,	HO2.	Further,	it	was	shown	that	the	30	

affinity	of	a	reaction	and	local	temperature	of	the	gaseous	mixture	govern	the	total	entropy	generation	rate.	31	

Abrupt	increases	in	the	volumetric	rate	of	entropy	generation	initiate	from	the	cooler	parts	of	the	flame	with	32	

temperatures	varying	from	400	and	700	K.	These	increases	are	strongly	affected	by	the	following	reactions,	33	

H+O2+M=HO2+M	 and	H+HO2=2OH.	 It	was	 therefore	 concluded	 that	 the	 reduced	 order	 kinetics	 used	 in	 the	34	

studies	on	entropy	generation	rate	of	micro-combustion	should	be	able	to	account	 for	the	 low	temperature	35	

heat	 release	 [138].	 It	was	 also	 shown	 that	 the	 entropy	 generation	 rates	 do	not	 pursue	 the	 same	 trends	 as	36	
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flame	 temperature	 on	 the	 fuel	 rich	 side	 and	 instead	 increase	 monotonically	 for	 the	 equivalence	 ratios	1	

between	 0.5	 and	 1.4.	 Total	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 declined	 close	 to	 the	 stoichiometric	 point	 when	2	

approached	from	either	the	lean	or	rich	sides	[138].	3	

	 Entropy	generation	rate	in	premixed	hydrogen	microcombustors	was	also	investigated	in	Ref.	[24].	Using	4	

a	reduced	set	of	chemical	kinetics,	authors	conducted	a	two-dimensional	numerical	study	of	exergetic	losses	5	

in	 microcombustor	 equipped	 with	 a	 recuperator.	 A	 parametric	 study	 was	 conducted,	 revealing	 that	 the	6	

reduction	of	 equivalence	 ratio	monotonically	decreases	 the	 exergy	 losses	of	 the	 system.	 It	was	 shown	 that	7	

alteration	 of	 the	 equivalence	 ratio	 from	 0.5	 to	 1	 could	 double	 the	 exergy	 destruction	 occurring	 inside	 the	8	

microreactor	[24].	The	study	further	showed	that	the	incorporation	of	thermal	recuperator	can	decrease	the	9	

generation	of	entropy	by	around	40%	and	thus	serve	as	an	 important	mechanism	for	reducing	the	entropy	10	

generation	rate	of	 the	system	[24].	The	same	group	of	authors	 [25]	 investigated	the	effect	of	baffles	on	the	11	

second	law	performance	of	premixed	H2/air	microcombustor	with	heat	recuperation.	It	was	shown	that	the	12	

increases	in	the	height	of	the	baffle	leads	to	considerable	intensification	of	the	total	rate	of	entropy	generation	13	

in	the	system.	Further,	both	lean	and	rich	operation	were	found	to	result	in	better	second	law	efficiencies	in	14	

comparison	with	that	of	stoichiometric	conditions	[25].	15	

	 The	 susceptibility	 of	 a	 flame	 in	 microcombustors	 to	 quenching	 and	 extinction	 due	 to	 heat	 losses	 has	16	

raised	 interest	 in	 heat	 recirculation	 mechanisms	 [10].	 However,	 this	 may	 lead	 to	 an	 inflation	 of	 entropy	17	

generation	rate	as	preheating	of	the	reactants	can	sharpen	the	local	temperature	gradients	considerably.	To	18	

resolve	this	issue,	a	theoretical	study	[139]	investigated	a	thick-wall,	plug	flow	axisymmetric	microcombustor	19	

under	steady-state	condition,	on	the	basis	of	flame	sheet	assumption.	The	study	used	analytical	approach	for	20	

finding	 the	 thermal	 fields	 within	 solid	 and	 gas	 phases	 as	 well	 as	 the	 laminar	 flame	 speed	 and	 fuel	 mass	21	

fraction	 [139].	An	 exergy	 analysis	was	 then	 conducted	and	 resulted	 in	 the	 following	 conclusions.	 First,	 the	22	

irreversibilities	were	 shown	 to	be	 limited	 to	a	narrow	region	around	 the	 flame,	 similar	 to	 that	 reported	 in	23	

conventional	flames.	Second,	it	was	shown	that	increases	in	heat	losses	have	a	moderately	decreasing	effect	24	

upon	all	type	of	exergy	losses	in	the	microcombustor.	And	third,	heat	recirculation	was	shown	to	result	in	the	25	

increase	of	the	exergetic	losses,	while	increases	in	the	wall	thickness,	solid	to	fluid	thermal	conductivity	ratio	26	

and	Peclet	number	have	similar	effects	[139].	Most	recently,	this	analytical	work	was	further	expanded	with	27	

the	purpose	of	identifying	the	optimum	condition	for	heat	recirculation	and	the	associated	exergetic	behavior	28	

of	the	microcombustor	[140].	This	study	revealed	that	the	exergy	destruction	at	outer	wall	is	between	5-7%	29	

of	 inflow	 exergy,	 and	 the	 processes	 of	 heat	 recirculation	 and	 combustion	 account	 for	 the	 destruction	 of	30	

around	 40-45%	of	 the	 inflow	 exergy.	 Results	 showed	 that	 the	 second	 law	 efficiency	 of	microcombustor	 is	31	

nearly	invariant	close	to	the	value	of	58%	[140].	32	

	 Entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 premixed	 microcombustors	 burning	 syngas	 (CO+H2)	 was	 investigated	33	

numerically	 in	 Ref.	 [141].	 Authors	 considered	 a	 circular	 cylinder	microchannel	 and	 took	 into	 account	 the	34	

detailed	 chemistry	 of	 syngas	 combustion.	 This	 study	 showed	 that	 the	 addition	 of	 CO	 to	 the	 premixed	35	
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reactants	 suppresses	 the	 irreversibilities	 generated	 by	 the	 chemical	 reaction.	 It	was	 further	 demonstrated	1	

that	 the	 reaction	 of	 OH+H2O=H+H2O	 is	 the	most	 irreversible	 reaction	 and	 therefore	 dominates	 the	 rate	 of	2	

chemical	entropy	generation.	Nonetheless,	the	relative	contribution	of	the	reaction	CO+OH=CO2+H	rises	up	as	3	

the	concentration	of	CO	in	the	reactants	increases.	This	investigation	[141]	reported	calculation	of	the	spatial	4	

distribution	of	entropy	generation	rate	and	clearly	demonstrated	the	elongation	of	the	flame	and	suppression	5	

of	chemical	entropy	with	addition	of	CO.	The	results	showed	that	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	increases	6	

with	the	inlet	velocity.	7	

	 In	a	novel	 study	on	micro-photovoltaic	 system	 [142],	 a	parallel	plate	microreactor	with	a	 central	plate	8	

was	developed.	The	ultimate	goal	was	to	achieve	a	more	uniform	temperature	distribution	and	a	number	of	9	

configurations	were	evaluated	experimentally	and	numerically.	This	study	identified	a	design	that	results	in	10	

the	most	uniform	temperature	field	and	minimum	entropy	generation	rate.	The	impact	of	the	inlet	pressure	11	

on	the	exergetic	efficiency	of	a	cylindrical,	premixed	hydrogen	microcombustor	were	studied	computationally	12	

in	 Ref.	 [143].	 The	 microcombustor	 was	 one	 part	 of	 a	 micro-photovoltaic	 device	 and	 included	 a	 step	 for	13	

improved	flame	capturing.	In	this	investigation,	the	inlet	pressure	of	reactants	showed	a	significant	impact	on	14	

the	entropy	generation	rate	in	the	reactive	part.	The	system	was	estimated	to	feature	a	maximum	exergetic	15	

efficiency	of	approximately	40%	at	an	input	gauge	pressure	of	0.1	MPa.	Decreasing	the	inlet	pressure	to	0.06	16	

MPa	 (gauge)	 was	 observed	 to	 result	 in	 more	 than	 a	 4%	 reduction	 in	 the	 exergetic	 efficiency	 of	 the	17	

microcombustor.	18	

	 A	 numerical	 study	 [144]	 reported	 the	 second	 law	 analysis	 of	 a	 planar,	 premixed	 air	 and	 methane	19	

microcombustor	 with	 hydrogen	 addition.	 Utilizing	 a	 detailed	 chemical	 analysis,	 it	 was	 shown	 that	 the	20	

addition	of	H2	to	methane,	caused	the	entropy	generation	rates	resulting	from	thermal	conduction	and	mass	21	

diffusion	 to	 decline.	 Nonetheless,	 the	 irreversibility	 induced	 by	 chemical	 reaction	 appeared	 to	 be	 less	22	

sensitive	 to	H2	 addition.	 Sensitivity	 analyses	 revealed	 that	 at	 low	 concentrations	 of	 hydrogen	 the	 reaction	23	

CH3+O=CH2O+H	governs	the	chemical	 irreversibility.	Yet,	 further	 increase	of	hydrogen	magnifies	the	role	of	24	

H+O2+M=H2O+M	and	at	20%	hydrogen	content,	this	reaction	becomes	the	most	significant	source	of	chemical	25	

irreversibility.	In	keeping	with	the	earlier	studies,	results	showed	that	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	goes	26	

up	as	the	inlet	flow	velocity	increases.	Further,	the	exergy	destruction	resulting	from	the	wall	heat	losses	is	27	

intensified	 by	 increasing	 the	 addition	 of	 hydrogen	 and	 the	 inlet	 velocity.	 It	 was	 shown	 that	 overall	 the	28	

exergetic	efficiency	of	the	microreactor	remains	almost	constant	with	hydrogen	addition	[144].	Most	recently,	29	

studies	 on	 energy	 and	 exergy	 performances	 of	 a	 microreactor	 used	 for	 photovoltaic	 applications	 were	30	

reported	in	Ref.	[145].	This	research	found	that	the	addition	of	a	series	of	micro-fins	makes	the	temperature	31	

distribution	 along	 the	 reactor	 more	 uniform	 and	 thus	 improves	 the	 exergetic	 behavior	 of	 the	32	

microcombustor.	A	 separate	 study	of	microcombustors	 integrated	with	photovoltaic	 systems	 revealed	 that	33	

the	 geometric	 characteristics	 of	 the	 ribs	 implemented	 on	 the	micro-reactor	 can	 considerably	 influence	 the	34	

entropy	generation	 rate	by	changing	 the	gas	 temperature	 [146].	 In	another	 recent	numerical	 investigation,	35	

variations	in	the	wall	thickness	of	the	microcombustor	were	found	to	be	influential	on	the	entropy	generation	36	
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rate	[147].	This	study	showed	that	a	gradual	decrease	in	the	wall	thickness	and	thus	provision	of	a	diverging	1	

microchannel,	could	lower	the	gas	temperature	and	consequently	reduce	the	entropy	generation	rate	[147].	2	

The	 results	 presented	 by	 Refs.	 [145,147]	 clearly	 reflect	 the	 significant	 effects	 of	 the	 solid	 body	 of	3	

microreactors	 on	 the	 second	 law	 performance	 of	 microcombustors.	 The	 high	 surface-to-volume	 ratio	 of	4	

microcombustors	and	the	existence	of	very	hot	gases	largely	magnifies	the	share	of	solid	body	conduction	in	5	

the	generation	of	entropy.	This	finding	presents	an	opportunity	for	improving	the	design	of	microcombustors	6	

that	target	entropy	generation	minimization.	7	

	 Table	2	summarizes	the	investigations	of	the	entropy	generation	rate	in	microcombustors.	As	shown,	the	8	

existing	investigations	are	exclusively	focused	on	premixed	combustion	with	a	strong	emphasis	on	hydrogen	9	

and	hydrogen	blends	as	fuel.	Non-premixed	micro-combustion	has	yet	to	be	analyzed	from	the	second	law	of	10	

thermodynamics	viewpoint.	In	particular,	the	combustion	of	liquid	fuels	has	been	entirely	excluded	from	the	11	

investigations	of	entropy	generation	rate.	Given	that	combustion	of	liquids	droplet	involves	complex	entropy	12	

generation	rate	[134],	extension	of	 these	studies	 to	micro-combustion	appears	 to	be	needed.	Further,	since	13	

catalytic	 combustion	 features	 strongly	 in	 micro-combustion	 [10],	 it	 is	 somewhat	 surprising	 that	 the	14	

irreversibility	 of	 catalytic	 reactions	 has	 received	 little	 attention	 in	 the	 investigation	 of	 either	 macro	 and	15	

microcombustors.	16	

6.3.	Entropy	generation	rate	in	thermochemical	microreactors	17	

Recently,	 there	 has	 been	 a	 fast-growing	 interest	 in	 utilization	 of	 microreactors	 to	 accommodate	 highly	18	

exothermic	 and	 endothermic	 processes	 for	 hydrogen	 and	 renewable	 fuel	 production	 [3,124].	High	 rates	 of	19	

transport,	large	surface	area	to	volume	ratios	and	compact	size,	as	well	as	a	reasonably	straightforward	way	20	

of	 scaling-up,	are	 the	main	drivers	of	 this	 interest.	Fuel	processing	such	as	 steam	reforming	of	natural	gas,	21	

methanation,	 hydrogenerations	 and	 carbon	 dioxide	 can	 include	 both	 heterogeneous	 (catalytic)	 and	22	

homogenous	reactions,	and	often	involves	significant	changes	of	the	chemical	enthalpy.	These	processes	are	23	

fundamentally	different	 from	conventional	combustion	 in	the	sense	that	they	do	not	 include	sharp	reaction	24	

zones	such	as	 those	 found	 in	 flames.	This	difference	 reveals	an	 important	effect	on	 the	entropy	generation	25	

rates	 in	more	distributed	reactions	 in	microreactors	when	compared	with	microcombustors,	which	 lead	 to	26	

the	 elimination	of	 the	 sharp	 temperature	 gradients	 found	 in	 the	 flame	 region	 and	 is	 therefore	 expected	 to	27	

suppress	thermal	irreversibility.	28	

	 The	conversion	of	hydrocarbons	to	hydrogen	(reforming	reactions)	and	the	production	of	hydrocarbons	29	

from	carbon	dioxides	and	hydrogen	(e.g.	methanation	reaction)	clearly	involve	chemical	transformations	and	30	

include	 significant	 heat	 exchange.	 As	 a	 result,	 the	 exergetic	 efficiencies	 of	 the	 process	 is	 an	 important	31	

performance	 indicator.	 Despite	 this	 apparent	 importance,	 there	 exists	 quite	 a	 few	 investigations	 on	 the	32	

entropy	generation	rate	analysis	of	thermochemical	microreactors.	This	may	be	explained	by	noting	that	the	33	

whole	topic	of	thermochemical	micro-reaction	engineering	is	relatively	new	and	developing	[124].	34	
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	 The	 existing	 work	 in	 this	 area	 is	 limited	 to	 simple	 cases	 with	 one-step	 reactions,	 which	 may	 include	1	

internal	 heat	 generation/consumption	 rate.	 Some	 works	 [26,27]	 developed	 one-dimensional	 analytical	2	

models	 for	 heat	 transfer	 and	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 thick	 wall,	 asymmetric	 microreactors.	 The	3	

microreactor	 was	 either	 totally	 or	 partially	 occupied	 by	 porous	materials	 and	 could	 include	 internal	 heat	4	

generation	 rates	 in	 the	 fluid,	 solid	 phase	 of	 porous	medium	as	well	 as	 the	 solid	walls	 of	 the	microreactor.	5	

Further,	 the	configuration	under	 investigation	could	 feature	different	boundary	conditions	 for	 temperature	6	

on	the	top	and	bottom	surfaces.	This	study	excluded	mass	transfer	and	found	that	the	geometric	and	thermal	7	

asymmetry	of	the	microreactor	could	significantly	intensify	the	rate	of	entropy	generation.	Most	recently,	this	8	

investigation	was	 expanded	 to	 cover	 thermal	 radiation	 and	mass	 diffusion	 through	 the	 inclusion	 of	 a	 first	9	

order	 catalytic	 reaction	at	 the	 internal	walls	 of	 the	microreactor	 [105,106].	These	 investigations	 [105,106]	10	

considered	 the	 thermal	diffusion	of	mass	using	 the	Soret	 effect.	 It	was	 found	 that	 the	 total	 rate	of	 entropy	11	

generation	 is	 a	 function	 of	 the	 internal	 heat	 generation	 rate	 and	 by	 transition	 from	 an	 endothermic	 to	12	

exothermic	 system	 there	 are	 often	 minimal	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 points.	 Interestingly,	 it	 was	13	

demonstrated	that	the	influence	of	thermal	radiation	upon	the	total	irreversibility	of	the	microreactor	heavily	14	

depends	on	the	thermal	boundary	condition	[106].	15	

	 The	theoretical	investigations	of	transport	and	entropy	generation	rate	in	microreactors	were	extended	16	

to	two-dimensional	analyses	in	a	recent	work	reported	in	Refs.	[75,148].	These	investigations	assumed	non-17	

local	 thermodynamic	 equilibrium	 [149–152]	 and	 developed	 a	 closed	 form,	 two-dimensional	 numerical	18	

approach	for	the	momentum,	heat	and	concentration	distributions	in	a	porous	microreactor	with	thick	walls.	19	

The	reactor	could	include	a	homogenous	[75]	or	heterogeneous	[148]	reaction,	yet	the	rate	of	reaction	was	20	

assumed	 to	be	 temperature	 invariant.	Further,	 thermal	 radiation	and	 thermal	diffusion	of	 chemical	 species	21	

were	taken	into	account.	The	investigation	of	entropy	generation	rate	in	these	configurations	revealed	that,	22	

similar	 to	 that	 found	 in	microcombustors,	 viscous	 irreversibilities	 have	 a	 small	 share	 of	 the	 total	 entropy	23	

generation	 rate.	Further,	 it	was	 found	 that	 the	mass	 transfer	 is	 a	 strong	 source	of	 irreversibility	 compared	24	

with	heat	transfer	for	most	of	the	investigated	cases.	This	is	essentially	due	to	the	inclusion	of	the	Soret	effect,	25	

which	is	highly	irreversible.	It	should	be	noted	that	studies	in	Refs.	[75,148]	assumed	the	chemical	reactions	26	

to	be	reversible	and	therefore	the	calculated	entropy	generation	rate	was	limited	to	that	resulting	from	the	27	

transport	phenomena.	Figure	14	illustrates	the	spatial	distribution	of	different	source	of	entropy	generation	28	

rate	throughout	microreactors	with	thick	and	uneven	walls.	29	

	 Most	recently,	some	studies	[153,154]	advanced	the	previous	analyses	to	catalytic	microreactors	hosting	30	

exothermic	 surface	 reactions	 and	 further	 considered	 the	 thermal	 radiation	 effects.	 It	 was	 shown	 that	 the	31	

surface	 heat	 release	 could	 considerably	 change	 the	 heat	 and	 mass	 transfer	 features	 of	 the	 microreactor,	32	

however,	the	entropic	behavior	of	the	catalytic	microreactor	was	not	significantly	influenced	by	the	addition	33	

of	surface	heat	release.	This	 is	only	the	case	 for	small	 to	moderate	rates	of	heat	release	and	strong	rates	of	34	

heat	addition,	such	those	found	in	catalytic	combustors,	which	are	expected	to	change	the	entropic	features	of	35	

the	microreactor.	36	
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	 In	a	series	of	recent	investigations	[154,155],	the	influence	of	non-Newtonian	fluids	upon	transport	and	1	

entropic	behaviors	of	microreactors	was	analyzed.	It	was	found	that	although	the	deviation	from	Newtonian	2	

fluid	caused	noticeable	modifications	in	the	thermal	characteristics	of	the	microreactors,	the	influence	on	the	3	

entropy	generation	rate	was	secondary.	Once	again,	this	was	attributed	to	the	dominant	effects	of	the	mass	4	

exchange,	which	is	not	strongly	affected	by	the	changes	in	the	fluid	properties.	5	

	 Second	 law	 analysis	 of	 thermochemical	 micro-reactors	 is	 still	 in	 the	 very	 early	 stages.	 Chemical	6	

irreversibilities	 in	 these	 microreactors	 are	 poorly	 understood.	 In	 particular,	 exploring	 the	 transport	 and	7	

chemical	irreversibilities	arising	from	catalytic	reactions	(particularly	exothermic	and	endothermic	catalytic	8	

reactions)	is	an	important	area	for	further	investigation.	Finally,	the	entropy	generation	rate	by	a	bundle	of	9	

microreactors	with	an	integrated	cooling	system	or	a	combination	of	microcombustors	and	micro-reformers	10	

has	 remained	 entirely	 unstudied	 and	 deserves	 immediate	 attention.	 A	 summary	 of	 the	 existing	 research	11	

works	on	the	second	law	analysis	of	microreactors	are	included	in	Table	2.	12	

7.	Conclusions	and	remarks	13	

The	level	of	 interest	 in	the	Second	Law	Analysis	of	micro	energy	systems,	 i.e.,	energy	systems	with	a	 length	14	

scale	 larger	 than	 1	 micrometer,	 especially	 micro	 thermofluidic	 and	 thermochemical	 systems	 has	 notably	15	

increased	recently.	With	the	current	vision	toward	sustainability	and	efficiency	of	the	thermal,	thermofluidic	16	

and	 thermochemical	 systems,	 the	 second	 law	 analysis	 and	 efficiency	 of	 micro	 systems	 are	 of	 increasing	17	

importance	 and	 significance.	 As	 presented	 in	 this	 paper,	 there	 are	 many	 investigations	 on	 the	 entropy	18	

generation	rate	in	microchannels,	micro	reactors	and	micro	condensers.	Some	studies	showed	that	as	length	19	

scale	 reduces	 to	 micro	 size,	 50	 %	 enhancement	 in	 thermal	 interaction	 and	 50	 %	 decrease	 in	 entropy	20	

generation	rate	are	obtained.	The	impact	of	various	physical	conditions,	such	as	the	thermal,	fluidic,	magnetic,	21	

and	 chemical	 effects	 have	been	 considered	 in	 the	 analyses	 of	micro	 systems,	 from	both	 a	 system	and	 sub-22	

system	perspective.	However,	 there	 are	 still	 some	 important	 research	 gaps	 that	need	 additional	 study	 and	23	

attention.	 These	 research	 gaps	 include	 the	 impacts	 of	 nanoparticles	 on	 the	 second	 law	 performance	 of	24	

thermofluidic	 systems	 from	 a	 two-phase	model	 perspective,	 system	 analysis	 of	 a	 bundle	 of	micro	 reactors	25	

from	a	 Second	Law	perspective,	 irreversibilities	of	 combustion	of	 liquid	 fuels	 in	microcombustors,	 and	 the	26	

consideration	 of	 radiation	 heat	 transfer	 on	 the	 second	 law	 performance	 of	 micro	 thermal	 and	27	

thermochemical	systems.	The	pore-scale	modeling	for	simulation	of	heat	and	mass	transfer	in	porous	media	28	

is	one	of	the	most	promising	avenues	by	which	one	could	explore	the	entropy	generation	rate	in	micro	porous	29	

thermofluidic	and	thermochemical	systems.	In	addition	to	pore-scale	approach,	experimental	and	numerical	30	

study	 of	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 in	 single-phase	 multi-component	 flows	 such	 as	 airflow	 through	31	

microchannels	with	inserts	and	impact	of	enhanced	heat	and	mass	transport	on	entropy	generation	rate	has	32	

remained	 unexplored.	 Thus,	 utilization	 of	 pore-scale	 modeling	 and	 studies	 on	 entropy	 generation	 rate	 of	33	

airflow	through	microchannels	with	inserts	deserve	further	attention.	Future	studies	on	entropy	generation	34	

rate	 in	 microchannels	 with	 inserts	 can	 be	 useful	 for	 the	 researchers	 interested	 in	 cooling	 and	 heating	35	
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systems.	Analyses	on	entropy	generation	rate	of	such	systems	may	assist	with	further	optimization	of	HVAC	1	

systems. 2	
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Table	1.	Summary	of	the	existing	studies	on	entropy	generation	rate	in	microchannels.	

Articles	 System	configuration	 System	or	sub-system	
modeling	

Method	of	analysis	 Single-phase	or	
multiphase	

Naphon	[7]	 Concentric	micro-fin	tube	heat	exchanger	 System	modeling	 Experimental	and	analytical	 Single-phase	flow	

Elliott	et	al.	[26]	
Asymmetric	porous	microchannel	with	
thick	walls	

Sub-system	modeling	 Analytical	 Single-phase	flow	

Hunt	et	al.	[27]	
Asymmetric	partially	porous	
microchannel	with	thick	walls	

Sub-system	modeling	 Analytical	 Single-phase	flow	

Li	et	al.	[32]	
Microchannels	with	triangular	cavities	and	
rectangular	ribs	

Sub-system	modeling	 Numerical	 Single-phase	flow	

Zhai	et	al.	[64]	
Microchannels	with	various	cavities	and	
ribs	

Sub-system	modeling	 Numerical	 Single-phase	flow	

Torabi	and	Peterson	
[63]	

Porous	microchannel	with	thick	walls,	and	
velocity	slip	and	temperature	jump	

Sub-system	modeling	 Analytical	 Single-phase	flow	

Türkakar	and	
Okutucu-Özyurt	
[65]	

Rectangular	microchannel	 System	modeling	 Analytical/Numerical	 Multiphase	flow	

Türkakar	et	al.	[47]	
Air	cooled	aluminum	condenser	with	
parallel	flow	microchannels	

System	modeling	 Analytical/Numerical	 Multiphase	flow	

Abdous	et	al.	[66]	 Micro-fin	tube-in-tube	heat	exchangers	 System	modeling	 Analytical	 Multiphase	flow	
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Table	2.	Summary	of	the	existing	studies	on	entropy	generation	rate	in	microcombustors	and	microreactors.	

	

Articles	 Microcombustor/microreactor	
configuration	

Mode	of	
combustion/reaction	

Fuel	 Methodology	and	Major	findings	

Li	et	al.	[137]	 Axisymmetric	and	annular	 Premixed	 H2	
Analytical-	Stoichiometric	operation	leads	to	the	lowest	second	law	
efficiency.	

Jejurkar	and	Mishra	
[33]	

Axisymmetric	and	annular		 Premixed		 H2	
Numerical-	optimal	exergetic	behavior	is	achieved	at	the	wall	thermal	
conductivity	of	0.1-1.75	W/m	K.	

Jejurkar	and	Mishra	
[138]	

Axisymmetric	and	annular	 Premixed	 H2	
Numerical-	Multistep	chemistry	was	implemented	and	it	was	shown	
	that	chemical	irreversibility	is	heavily	affected	by	low-temperature	kinetics.	

Jiang	et	al.	[24]	
Axisymmetric	and	annular	with	
heat	recuperator	

Premixed	 H2	
Numerical-	increasing	the	flow	velocity	of	the	reactants	intensifies	the	total	
irreversibility.	

Jiang	et	al.	[25]	 Planar	with	baffles	 Premixed		 H2	 Numerical-	Second	law	efficiency	decrease	for	higher	baffle	heights.	

Rana	et	al.	[140][139]	 Thick-wall-axisymmetric		 Premixed		
Any	gaseous	
fuel	

Analytical-	exergy	loss	at	the	outer	wall	is	between	5-7%	of	the	inflow	
exergy	and,	heat	recirculation	and	combustion	account	for	the	destruction	of	
around	40-45%	of	the	inflow	exergy.	

Jiang	et	al.	[141]	 Circular	cylinder	microchannel	 Premixed		 CO+H2	
Numerical-	For	low	CO	concentrations	in	the	reactants,	OH+H2O=H+H2O	is	
the	most	irreversible	reaction.	For	high	CO	concentrations,	the	relative	
contribution	of	CO+OH=CO2+H	increases.	

Jiaqiang	et	al.	[143]	 Cylindrical	with	a	step	 Premixed	 H2	
Numerical-	Inlet	pressure	has	significant	effects	on	the	entropy	generation	
rate.	

Wang	et	al.	[144]	 Planar	 Premixed		 CH4+H2	
Numerical-	at	low	H2	concentrations,	CH3+O=CH2O+H	dominates	the	
chemical	irreversibility.	Further	addition	of	hydrogen	magnifies	the	role	of	
H+O2+M=H2O+M.	

Nadimi	and	
Jafarmadar	[145],	
Zuo	et	al.	[147],	
Ni	et	al.	[146]	

3D	complex	structures	 Premixed	 H2	
The	shape	and	material	of	the	solid	body	of	micro-combustor	can	
significantly	affect	the	rate	of	entropy	generation	rate.	

Elliot	et	al.	[26],	
Saeed	et	al.	[155],	
Guthrie	et	al.	[30]	

Planar-non-axisymmetric	thick	
wall	

Homogeneous	chemical	
reactions	

N/A	
One-dimensional	analytical	-	The	wall	thickness	was	found	to	be	influential.	
Mass	transfer	strongly	affects	the	total	irreversibility	of	the	system.	

Hunt	et	al.	[75]	
Planar-	non-axisymmetric	thick	
wall	

Homogeneous	chemical	
reactions	

N/A	
Two-dimensional	analytical	-	The	wall	thickness	was	found	to	be	influential.	
Mass	transfer	strongly	affects	the	total	irreversibility	of	the	system.	

Govone	et	al.	[106]	
Planar-	non-axisymmetric	thick	
wall	

Heterogenous	catalytic	
reactions	

N/A	
One-dimensional	analytical	-Mass	transfer	process	in	general	and	thermal	
diffusion	of	mass	in	particular	were	found	to	be	essential	in	generation	of	
entropy.	

Hunt	et	al.	
[149][150],	
Saeed	et	al.	[154]	

Planar-	non-axisymmetric	thick	
wall	

Heterogenous	catalytic	
reactions	

N/A	
Two-dimensional	analytical	-Mass	transfer	process	in	general	and	thermal	
diffusion	of	mass	in	particular	were	found	to	be	essential	in	generation	of	
entropy.	
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Table	3.	Summary	of	mathematical	equations	for	entropy	generation	rate	in	micro	energy	systems.	

Equation	 No.	 Equation	 No.	
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7A"A#=∇.:*+1*%=1&1%B%+1*29$%0∇*2−1*2%=1&ℎ%.B%.∇*+C*−1*%=1&1%6%+1*%=1&B%.1*1%∇*−∇1%	 (38)	 ",-&′′′!%22=%=1&(7<%A%$)∇?%.∇D%D%+%=1&<%A*%[∇**∇D%D%]	 (38c)	
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"<=∇.:*+1*%=1&1%B%	
(39a)	 ",-&′′′>%"=C*	 (39d)	

",-&′′′#'#5;=1*29$%0∇*2−1*2%=1&ℎ%B%∇*+C*−1*%=1&1%6%+1*%=1&B%.[1*1%∇*−∇1%]	
(39b)	 ",-&′′′65!,"=1*<,"E"4FGH,"−I"−1*"E"4FGH,"−I"	 (40a)	

",-&′′′6=−1*%=1&1%6%	 (41a)	 ",-&′′′65!,,=1*<,,E,4FGH,,−I,−1*,E,4FGH,,−I,	 (41b)	

",-&′′′8'&!=1*29$%0∇*2	 (41b)	 ",-&′′′#'#5;=",-&′′′6+",-&′′′8'&!+",-&′′′!%22+",-&′′′>%"+",-&′′′65!,"+",-&′′′65!,,	 (42)	
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Fig.	1.	Schematic	of	a	simple	rectangular	duct	
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Fig.	2.	Optimization	of	total	entropy	generation	number	versus	mass	flow	rate	of	air	in	a	microchannel	
condenser	[47].	
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Fig.	3.	Partially	filled	porous	microchannel	with	thick	walls	[27].	
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Fig.	4.	Configuration	and	boundary	conditions	of	two	microchannels	filled	with	a	porous	material	considering	
temperature	jump	between	walls	and	fluid	[78].	
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Fig.	5.	Schematic	diagrams	of	TC–RR	and	CR	microchannels	[32].	
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Fig.	6.	Variation	of	entropy	generation	rate	versus	mass	flow	rate	for	different	heat	fluxes	in	an	evaporator	
[65].	
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Fig.	7.	Effects	of	number	of	micro-fins	on	heat	transfer	and	pressure	drop	contributions	of	entropy	generation	
rate	in	tube-in-tube	heat	exchangers	[66].	
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Fig.	8.	Schematic	of	two	types	of	microchannels	accommodating	fluid	flow	and	electromagnetic	under	
entropy	generation	rate	investigation:	(a)	parallel	plate	microchannel	by	Zhao	et.	al	[95],	and	(b)	

microchannel	under	uniform	peristaltic	wave	[96].	

	

(a)	

(b)	
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Fig.	9.	Sample	results	for	simulation	of	nanofluids	in	microchannel	with	streaming	potential	effects:	Effects	of	
nanoparticles	concentration	and	Brinkman	number	on	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	[95].	
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Fig.	10.	Local	entropy	generation	rate	variation	along	a	microchannel	for	different	values	of	(a)	Joule	heating	
parameter,	and	(b)	Hartmann	number	[96].	

	

	

(a)	

(b)	
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Fig.	11.	Variation	of	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	with	aspect	ratio	and	Reynolds	number	resulted	from	
numerical	simulation	of	nanofluid	flow	through	a	three-dimensional	microchannel	with	magnetic	effects	

[110].	
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Fig.	12.	(a)	Schematic	of	annuli	heat	exchanger	with	nanofluid	flow	considered	for	entropy	generation	rate	
investigation,	and	(b)	sample	entropy	generation	rate	optimization	for	different	Reynolds	numbers	[120].	

	

(a)	

(b)	
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Fig.	13.	Effects	of	magnetic	field	and	Rayleigh	number	on	the	total	entropy	generation	rate	within	a	nanofluid	
filled	cavity	[121].	
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Fig.	14.	Contours	of	dimensionless	entropy	inside	a	porous,	thermochemical	catalytic	microreactor	a)	

thermal	entropy	in	porous	solid	phase	,	b)	thermal	entropy	in	the	fluid	phase,	c)	thermal	entropy	generation	
rate	due	to	heat	exchange	between	fluid	and	sloid	phases	inside	the	porous	medium,	d)	viscous	entropy	
generation	rate,	e)	mass	transfer	entropy	generation	rate	and	f)	total	entropy	generation	rate	[148].	

	


